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ABSTRACT

Development of a Positively Engaged Piecewise Continuous Transmission Using Non-Circular Gearsets

Isaac Reo Jones
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Master of Science

Research in developing a Positively Engaged Continuously Variable Transmission (PECVT) has been underway at Brigham Young University for some time. The inherent problems associated with embodiments of this type of transmission, namely the Non-Integer Tooth Problem (NITP), have been identified. This research is focused on the development of a Positively Engaged Piecewise Continuous Transmission (PEPCT), which is a subset of the PECVT.

This document describes the hypothesis and analysis of using non-circular gearsets to overcome the NITP. This proposed solution enables a varying angular output from a constant angular input. In this research two analytical methods were evaluated based on their theory, mathematics and simulated results. Haupt’s concept is shown to have discrepancies between the theorized and mathematical results which produce a gearset that has velocity spikes in its output. The second method, proposed by Danieli, describes the behavior on an infinitesimal level and the theorized results match up with the mathematical result.

As a result of the analysis, Danieli’s method is declared to produce a varying output from a constant input. The method requires only the definition of an input function that defines the shape of the pitch line similar to the pitch circle for circular gears. Using this function an infinitesimal approach is used to describe the interaction of consecutive contact points on the tooth profiles. This interaction takes into consideration adapted principles that are derived from the Fundamental Law of Gearing and the Law of Conjugate Action. With these principles defined it is possible to design gearsets that are capable of producing a varying angular output from a constant angular input.

With the validation of the second method, and the principles defined by which it is governed, the proposed gearset is achievable allowing a PEPCT to be conceived. The proposed transmission utilizes the non-circular gearset to accelerate a secondary shaft to the next desired ratio while maintaining constant engagement. This concept is then analyzed and recommendations are made for the development of a Positively Engaged Continuously Variable Transmission.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The current energy crisis has motivated research in different areas to make energy consuming machinery more efficient as well as eco-friendly. Hybrid and alternative fuel vehicle production has increased significantly over the last few years utilizing methods such as regenerative braking, dynamic battery recharging and other efficiency methods. These new advances have been focused on increasing efficiency while maintaining or enhancing vehicle performance.

Some research has focused on increasing the efficiency of the engine-transmission system as a whole. In standard and automatic transmissions the engine speed, measured in revolutions per minute (RPM), is used to vary the output and gears of different sizes are interchanged to increase efficiency by narrowing the speed range that the engine has to function in. As the engine modulates its speed during shifting, it deviates from its optimal speed for fuel efficiency and/or maximum torque. This deviation from the optimal speed causes more fuel to be consumed than is necessary had the engine been allowed to stay at its optimal speed. Another source of inefficiency is the decoupling of the engine from the transmission during shifting. This decoupling of the engine from the transmission causes efficiency and power loss due to the clutch absorbing energy during the time lapse required to make the shift. These inefficiencies are caused by the limits of current transmission technology. In order to avoid these inefficiencies, new concepts in transmission design would need to be developed.
Currently a substantial amount of research is being conducted in the area of transmissions that can eliminate or reduce these inefficiencies. This is evident by the influx of CVTs (Continuously Variable Transmissions) into the market. The concept of a CVT allows the engine to stay within its optimal RPM range for fuel efficiency or power while the transmission is used to vary the output speed of the vehicle. The concept of a CVT enables the overall engine-transmission system to be more efficient. Many different CVT designs have been developed to accomplish this concept. Two current examples are the Subaru Transmission, which uses a metal chain CVT design, and Nissan’s Push belt CVT, design where a metal belt is used to transfer power from one shaft to another. Both of these transmissions have increased the efficiency and power transfer capability of current transmissions but have done so at some cost. Their performance is limited because they rely on friction to transfer torque as opposed to gears as in manual or automatic transmissions. Using friction limits their capabilities to lower-torque applications. The use of friction also introduces more wear components that need to be serviced and replaced. Despite having introduced some negative outcomes, the potential for the concept of a CVT is very promising.

Research has been conducted to come up with transmission embodiments that have all of the positive implications of CVTs without any of the drawbacks. Anderson [01] researched various patented designs of CVTs that use positively engaged members as opposed to friction to transfer power. He defined a PECVT (Positively Engaged Continuously Variable Transmission) family of designs which is a sub-category of CVT designs. The concept of a PECVT is very similar to the concept of CVTs but has the added feature of not having friction components (which limit the amount of torque transfer) as well as being the source of wear. The concept of a PECVT couples the input power source and the output in a positive engagement manner, as is
found when teeth contact on a gearset in a discrete ratio manual transmission. In the PECVT concept, solid members are used in the transmission to transfer torque from the engine to the output providing the high-torque capabilities without wear components. This would improve the efficiency of the overall system by having the engine operate at its optimal speed for efficiency. While the engine is at this optimal speed the PECVT varies the speed of the vehicle without disengaging the transmission from the engine. Using this approach, the engine would be able to operate at its maximum torque capability or fuel efficiency and the transmission would produce a varying output for maximum acceleration or maximum efficiency.

To date no functional PECVT embodiment is in production. Various patent applications have been filed with a myriad of designs for PECVTs, but none have produced a viable embodiment. This is because each design has had some manifestation of what Anderson [01] has termed the Non-Integer Tooth Problem (NITP). Overcoming this inherent problem is the key for an embodiment to be produced. The PECVT designs were also studied by Dalling [09], who enumerated functional principles that need to be met in order for a functional embodiment to exist. Haupt [11] has taken these functional principles and proposed a gearset of varying radii that could be the basis of a solution. This gearset would be designed to accept a constant speed input and produce a varying speed output.

Haupt’s work [11] led to research on the topic of gearsets that produce a varying output from a constant input. Haupt and Danieli [10] are among those that have proposed analytical methods that produce a varying output from a constant input. These analytical methods also claim to maintain the correct meshing behavior of the engaged gear teeth. Also, these methods use gearsets to produce a varying output from a constant input. This variation from input to
output creates a ratio change between the gears. It is the feasibility of creating this ratio change that is the topic of this current research.

1.1 Research Objective

The objective of this research is to analyze the proposed methods of Haupt and Danieli that produce a ratio change using a varying output from a constant input while maintaining proper meshing of the gear teeth. These gearsets would enable a functional PECVT transmission to be produced. The secondary objective is to identify the changes to the fundamental laws of gearing that are required for a varying output from a constant input gearset to be produced.

1.2 Research Approach

In order to analyze the proposed methods of varying output gearsets a systematic approach has been developed. This approach ensures that the proposed methods are evaluated correctly and that the research objectives are met. The approach will follow the ensuing organization.

Chapter 2 covers the concept of CVTs and more specifically the concepts of PECVTs. This includes a review of the inherent problems that need to be overcome for a viable PECVT embodiment to be produced as well as the types of possible embodiments as proposed by Dalling [09].

This chapter also explains the fundamentals of gear design and how involute gears maintain these fundamentals. This is done to establish a base knowledge and background of gears and the fundamentals of their design. With the proper base knowledge covered, the area of non-circular gears is then introduced. The different types of non-circular or varying input to
output ratio gears and their methods of production are briefly discussed. Two analytical methods of producing gears were selected. The selected methods are introduced in this chapter and are the work of Haupt [11] and Danieli [10].

Chapter 3 describes the theory of non-circular gear design with a variable center distance and analyzes the work of B. Levi Haupt and his concept to design and produce non-circular gears. This chapter evaluates the proposed concept and compares its behavior to the theory of non-circular gear design.

Chapter 4 describes the theory of non-circular gear design with a constant center distance and analyzes the work of Guido A. Danieli and his method to design and produce non-circular gears. This chapter evaluates the proposed method and compares its behavior to the theory of non-circular gear design.

Chapter 5 describes an embodiment design that utilizes non-circular gears to transition between fixed gearsets. The design of these ratios and non-circular gearsets are discussed as well as the limitations of their utility.

Chapter 6 restates the conclusions from all chapters and makes recommendations for future research.
2 PECVT RESEARCH

To accomplish the task of developing a PECVT Haupt [11] has proposed that a gearset composed of gears with changing radii would be the basis of a solution that would enable a viable PECVT embodiment to be produced. This gearset concept falls in the category commonly known as non-circular gears and would produce a non-uniform rotary motion output from a constant input. To investigate this possibility we will first review the research that led up to this solution concept proposal by Haupt. This will mainly be done by reviewing the research conducted by Anderson [01] and Dalling [09] on CVT and PECVT designs. Next, we will cover the fundamentals of gear design and how they are applied to involute gears to form a base understanding of gear design. Next, we will cover previous research in the area of non-circular gears and their recent developments. With this background concerning non-circular gears, we will cover the implications and possibilities of their design and how it differs from standard gear design. Last, we will briefly review two types of non-circular gearsets that claim to produce a non-uniform output from a constant input. In this review we will become familiar with the theory, mathematics and implications of each method.

2.1 Continuously Variable Transmissions

The concept of a Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) is to provide a continuous change in the output while receiving a constant input. The most common CVT design is the belt-drive CVT shown in Figure 2-1. The change of ratio is accomplished by changing the ratio of the
diameters of the primary and secondary drive. This allows for a relatively constant input and a varying output of a Continuously Variable Transmission.

This CVT concept has many advantages. Using a CVT allows the engine to stay at its optimal RPM for fuel efficiency and/or torque while the CVT varies the output speed to what is desired. In the traditional concept of a Manual and Automatic Transmission, the engine speed is modulated in order to vary the output speed and different sized gearsets are interchanged to improve efficiency.

Many different designs have emerged trying to take advantage of the CVT concept. Nissan has developed a Push belt CVT [17] design which uses a metal push belt that runs on friction plates to transfer power from one shaft to another. Similar to the Nissan CVT design, Subaru [22] has developed a metal chain CVT design which uses a metal chain in place of the metal belt. Both of these transmissions have increased the efficiency and power transfer
capability of current transmissions, but have done so at some cost. Their performance is limited because they rely on friction to transfer torque at varying ratios as opposed to gearsets of various ratios as in manual or automatic transmissions. Because friction is involved, their capabilities are limited to lower-torque applications. The use of friction also introduces more wear components that need to be serviced. Despite having introduced some negative outcomes, the potential with CVTs are very promising especially if a means whereby the benefits can be maintained and their negative outcomes eliminated. One proposed method of harnessing all of the positive characteristics of a CVT while eliminating the negative characteristics of friction is the concept of a Positively Engaged Continuously Variable Transmission (PECVT).

2.1.1 PECVT Definition and Non-Integer Tooth Problem

A Positively Engaged Continuously Variable Transmission (PECVT) is a sub-category of Continuously Variable Transmissions that was defined by Anderson [01]. In this work, Anderson analyzed different CVT embodiments noting their strengths and weaknesses and also identified the new sub-category of PECVT’s with its inherent problems.

Positive engagement describes a class of CVTs that couple the input power source and the output in a positive manner, as occurs in a simple gear pair found in a positively engaged, discrete ratio transmission. PECVTs are an overlap area or hybrid between a Continuously Variable Transmission and Positive Engagement Transmissions. A PECVT is required to have positive engagement of the members during the changing of gear ratios. This positive engagement allows for high torque transfer capabilities which overcome the limitations of standard friction dependent belt driven CVTs.

Within the PECVT sub-class there are inherent problems that need to be overcome in order for an embodiment to be feasible. The major obstacle classified by Anderson is the Non-
Integer Tooth Problem (NITP). This problem is manifest when the effective diameter of integer based members such as gears or chains is increased. These integer based members have a specific spacing between each segment around their circumference such as is found in gear teeth. As the diameter is increased, the segment length, or spacing between teeth, must remain the same which causes an overlap or partial segment that does not function properly until the next full segment or integer is attained. This concept is shown in Figure 2-2 [09] with a chain and sprocket setup. As the sprocket changes size from (a) to (b) a partial tooth is developed. This is because the circumference has not yet reached the next integer segment and the chain has a constant segment length. Since the chain does not change size, engagement is prohibited by the incompatible segment lengths.

The Non-Integer tooth problem in one form or another is manifest on every known PECVT design. This problem comes in various forms from orbiting planet gears that are on extending arms, to a chain sliding along increasing diameter cones. Each is a manifestation of the inherent problem in using engaged members with varying diameters. In order for this PECVT embodiment to be viable, the inherent Non-Integer Tooth Problem needs to be overcome.

Figure 2-2: Manifestation of the Non-Integer Tooth Problem (NITP).
2.1.2 Classification of Possible PECVT Embodiments

The primary work of Dalling [09] has been to categorize where a solution to the NITP might lie. Since the design space is seemingly small inside a very large realm of possibilities it was necessary to categorize and classify the design space. Dalling also identified functional principles that he deems necessary for an embodiment to exist.

Dalling [09] accomplished this using a methodology called TRIZ. TRIZ is a problem solving methodology utilized to solve scientific and engineering problems. This methodology was developed by Genrich Altshuller in Russia around 1946. It was derived from Altshuller’s analysis of over 40,000 patents in which he discovered important problem solving principles. These principles were used by Dalling to generate and select concepts that could conceivably overcome the NITP and produce a viable solution for a PECVT.

In his work Dalling defined two classes of possibilities that might overcome the NITP: the problem correction class and the problem elimination class. The problem correction class utilizes a variety of different mechanisms to adjust the orientation of the gear teeth to overcome the non-integer tooth problem. These devices range from one-way clutches to a myriad of other devices.

The problem elimination class uses various methods such as tooth conforming and feedback to eliminate the non-integer tooth problem. For these different classes Dalling developed governing principles that would need to be satisfied to assure the functionality and feasibility of all PECVT embodiments. The following are the governing principles defined by Dalling:

1) The Matching Pitch Principle: The reorientation of the driving or driven gear (whichever possesses the characteristics of a continuously variable diameter gear) must occur so that its
circular pitch is equal to or an integer factor of the circular pitch of the gear or member with which it is engaged. This is called the matching pitch principle.

2) Continuous Engagement Device: If the ideal PECVT embodiment belongs to the problem correction class, a device needs to be devised and implemented in such a way that a constant output is not being traded for positive, continuous engagement when a correction is applied to satisfy the matching pitch principle.

3) More Robust, Less Complex: If an ideal PECVT embodiment belongs to the problem elimination class, the devices and methods used to eliminate the problem and ensure proper meshing need to be less complex and more robust for high torque applications in the tooth conforming family.

4) Feedback Device: A device that gathers more intelligence from the transmission’s parameters in order to vary and, more importantly, control the RPM ratio would be another alternative for a promising embodiment in the feedback family of the problem elimination class.

With these governing principles defined and enumerated, possible embodiments can now be explored. Haupt [11] has taken these governing principles and proposed that a gear of changing radius could be made to overcome the NITP. This gear would mesh with an involute gear, receive a constant input and produce a varying output which Haupt describes as the conceptual solution to a viable PECVT embodiment.

Using this gearset as a possible solution allows various configurations that can be explored and may lead to a feasible embodiment. Some of these configurations include utilizing the gearset to transition between existing gearsets or utilizing the gearset in a planetary or differential combination. There are various other conceptual embodiments that can be conceived
with the addition of a solution that overcomes the Non-Integer Tooth Problem. To understand the development of such a gearset, the fundamentals of gear design will now be reviewed.

2.2 **Fundamentals of Gear Design**

Our study of the fundamentals of gear design will be based on Involutometry which is the study of involute gears or gears with involute shaped gear teeth. We will use involute gears to show how these fundamentals are applied. Involute gears are the industry standard gear teeth profile and are almost exclusively used because of their unique properties. Involute shaped gear teeth transfer constant motion from one gear to another in a gearset.

![Figure 2-3: Fundamental Law of Gearing showing the pitch circles.](image)

These gears can be thought of as two circles, called pitch circles that have a common center line, fixed center distances, touch at one point, roll without sliding and transmit motion from one circle to the other as shown in Figure 2-3. This figure also demonstrates the concept of the Fundamental Law of gearing, where the pitch circles are tangent to each other and at the pitch circle roll without sliding. Pitch circles of different sizes can run against a single pitch
circle. When this occurs, a different speed or angular velocity ratio between the two pitch circles is produced. These pitch circles satisfy the Fundamental Law of Gearing.

**Fundamental Law of Gearing:** The angular velocity ratio between gears of a gearset must remain constant throughout the mesh. [18]

Another important aspect of the pitch circles is that they are conjugates of each other. This means that when two surfaces mesh, or are in contact each other, the normals at the point of contact are always collinear. If they were not collinear, another point would be in contact. Shapes are conjugate when the surfaces of the shapes contact the same consecutive points on each surface. The pitch circles of gears satisfy this requirement. They contact at a point along the centerline between the gears. This point is called the pitch point. The normals to the pitch circles at the pitch point are directed along the centerlines between the gears, satisfying the definition of conjugate shapes.

The profiles of the gear teeth also need to be conjugates of each other. As the gears rotate, the tooth profiles contact each other and transmit rotary motion from one tooth to the other. There are an infinite number of teeth profiles that can be used to transfer this motion. However, the behavior of each different type of profiles is governed by the Law of Conjugate Action [03].

**Law of Conjugate Gear-tooth Action:** To transmit uniform rotary motion from one shaft to another by means of gear teeth, the normals to the profiles of these teeth at all points of contact must pass through a fixed point in the common center line of the two shafts.[03]
Figure 2-4: Visual depiction of the Law of Conjugate Action.

The Fundamental Law of Gearing ensures that the angular velocity ratio is constant between the gears as they rotate and the Law of Conjugate Action ensures that the tooth profiles mesh in a way that uniform rotary motion is transmitted. This interaction, shown in Figure 2-4, requires the profiles of mating teeth to touch at one spot and for the velocities of the profiles at those points to be equal in magnitude along the direction normal to the surface. This physical behavior is present and requires that the point is in contact with the opposing point on each tooth form, must move at the same velocity. The line formed by the normals to the profiles when they are in contact, is termed the Line of Action.

2.2.1 Involutometry

The next step in the review is to show how involute profiles satisfy the Fundamental Law of Gearing and the Law of Conjugate Action. This is accomplished by having fixed pitch circles and by the constraints of the Fundamental Triangle. The Fundamental Triangle is used to generate the involute curve described by Buckingham [03] as “the curve that is described by the
end of a line that is unwound from the circumference of a circle.” The circle from which the line is unwound is termed the base circle and the line is $r_c$, shown in Figure 2-5.

As the line $r_c$ is unwound from the circle, the geometry of the Fundamental Triangle is created. The triangle is formed by the lines $r_c$, $r_b$, $r_i$ in Figure 2-5. This triangle is such that $r_c$ is always normal to the involute profile as the curve is generated. This unique property of involutes fulfills the Law of Conjugate Action by having the normal to the profile ($r_c$) always in line with the Line of Action as in Figure 2-4. The actual derivation of the Fundamental Triangle will not be shown, but its fulfillment of the Law of Conjugate action will be discussed. The line $r_c$ is normal to the profile at the point of contact, as shown in the figure. The point of contact is defined as the instantaneous location where one gear tooth profile contacts another gear tooth profile. This line, $r_c$, is collinear with the line of action and, if extended, would go through the

![Figure 2-5: Fundamental Triangle used in involute profile generation.](image-url)
Pitch Point, which will be shown later. The pressure angle at the profile (φ_P), shown at the top of Figure 2-5, is defined as the angle between the tangent to the involute profile and the extension of r_i past the point of contact. Involutes have the unique property such that φ_P is also the angle between r_b and r_i and is called the pressure angle of the Fundamental Triangle (φ_T). This is constrained by geometry, since r_c is normal to the involute profile and tangent to the base circle. The line r_b is also normal to the base circle by definition. The involute profile spans in both directions and is limited so it does not interfere with the mating gear. The outermost radius is referred to the addendum and the innermost radius is referred to the dedendum.

The unique properties of involutes satisfy the Fundamental Law of Gearing and the Law of Conjugate Action. The Fundamental Law of Gearing is satisfied because involutes have constant pitch circles. The geometry of the Fundamental Triangle, which is a unique property to involutes, fulfills the Law of Conjugate Action because the normal to the profile, r_c, is along the Line of Action, as shown in Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5. This ensures that the tangent to the profile, r_c, will always be perpendicular to the Line of Action. Since involute gear teeth are used on both sides of the gearset and the profiles are normal to the Line of Action they are conjugate profiles.

In the creation of gears there are a few free choices that need to be determined. These free choices are the pressure angle at the pitch point and the diametral pitch. For involutes, the pressure angle relative to the gear center changes at each point along the profile. However, this pressure angle, relative to the inertial frame, aligns with the slope of the pressure line that is used to create the involute profile. The angle of this pressure when the point of contact is at the pitch circle is used as a reference to specify the portion of the involute shape that is used for the gear
tooth profile. The pressure angle determines the shape of the tooth and can be varied for non-standard application.

The other parameter to be chosen is the diametral, pitch which defines the width of the tooth and spacing between teeth. The shape of the tooth is mostly independent of the spacing and width of the teeth and is a function of the pressure angle at the pitch circle. The spacing is important in making sure that there is overlapping contact between teeth. Otherwise there will not be a smooth transfer of rotary motion between teeth.

The free choice parameters of the pressure angle at the pitch point and the diametral pitch are free choices for gear design and are varied for stress and other various other design considerations.

With a base understanding of how the fundamentals of gear design are satisfied for involute teeth in receiving a constant input and producing a constant ratio output, the design of non-circular gear teeth will be presented.

2.3 Non-Circular Gear Design

Non-circular gears are gears which do not have a constant pitch radius. The design of these gears has developed over many years [16]. Initially, the use of non-circular gears started with eccentric gears. Eccentric gears were essentially circular gears with an offset center of rotation which produced a sinusoidal output. Many of the initial studies performed on eccentric gears assumed that the eccentricity did not affect the meshing process [15]. Later studies acknowledged the influence of the eccentricity on the meshing process [24]. The study of eccentric gears led to the study of other shapes including elliptical, sinusoidal, logarithmic spiral, and reciprocal functions [08]. These shapes were utilized to get different behavior and
performance out of the gearset. Later the efforts expanded to other shapes and functions that were numerically or analytically determined.

Initially, the generation of non-circular gears was accomplished by mechanical means, using a master non-circular gear and a master-rack. The idea behind this mechanical method is the same concept used for manufacturing constant radius gears, where rack and shaper cutters are utilized. However, the generation of the master-gear or master rack for circular gears is a much more difficult process.

In 1996 a mathematical model for manufacturing non-circular gears with rack cutters was developed by Chang and Tsay [05]. Chang and Tsay [06] also proposed a method to determine the complete mathematical model of tooth profiles for non-circular gears. This method was based on an equation of motion and the use of the inverse mechanism relationship. Bair [02] also proposed a computerized method that would generate elliptical tooth profiles by means of a shaper cutter.

Recent advances have come up with other means by which non-circular gears may be generated without the use of a rack or shaper cutter. In 2000, Danieli [10] proposed an analytical method for producing two non-circular gears with a fixed center distance. This is done by determining the profile of a non-circular gear using the integration of a differential equation that describes the behavior between consecutive points that make contact on the tooth profiles. Haupt [11] in 2008 proposed a concept of a gearset that uses a non-circular gear to mesh with an involute gear. This concept employs a variable center distance to produce the changing gear ratio.

These two methods provide unique ways of producing possible gearsets that can be investigated to determine their benefits to the development of a Positively Engaged Continuously
Variable Transmission. The next two chapters focus on the analysis of these two gearsets. The work of Danieli [10] will be used to create a traditional non-circular gearset, which will be subsequently analyzed to determine its possible employment in a PECVT. The concept design of Haupt will be further developed and applied to a full gear to determine its possible employment as a viable non-circular gearset. In this analysis of these two gearsets, the limitation and possibilities of the use of non-circular gearsets in a PECVT is also discussed.
3 NON-CIRCULAR GEARSETS WITH VARIABLE CENTER DISTANCE

Non-circular gearsets with a variable center distance are not very common. In fact, Haupt [11] is the first to introduce this concept. This concept uses a non-circular gear on one side and a traditional involute gear on the other. This implies both limitations and possibilities. The limitations are the fact that you have to account for a moving center distance. The possibilities are that you can utilize this gear and have it mesh with involute gears.

3.1 Theory

The concept developed by Haupt employs the fact that involute gears of different sizes mesh together in ways that still satisfy the fundamentals of gear design. In Figure 3-1, the involute gear on the right will mesh properly with any of the involute gears on the left. This is possible because the tooth profiles are unique to each gear size. This property is exploited in the work by Haupt. Haupt proposes that a profile, called the Hybrid Tooth Profile [11], can be made that transitions between the different involute shapes as it goes from one gear size to another. As the gear transitions in size it meshes and remains conjugate like an involute gear of a particular size. As it transitions in size the resulting profile is no longer involute and is termed by Haupt to be a hybrid profile. The proposed hybrid profile, as it goes through its mesh with the output gear on the right, shown in Figure 3-1, would transition from the inner small gear profile to the large outermost profile. This causes a change in gear ratio as the relative size of the input and output gears have changed. During this process the center distance of the hybrid gear has also moved.
away from the center of the regular involute gear. The Hybrid profile can be thought of as a profile made from a series of infinitesimal changes in gear sizes.

Figure 3-1: Involute gears and profiles for different gear sizes.

This is accomplished by what Haupt has termed the Line of Action model shown in Figure 3-2. The Line of Action model controls the position and velocity of the point of contact as it goes along the line of action. This is performed by using the Fundamental Triangle from Figure 2-5 and orienting it so that $r_c$ is collinear with the Line of Action shown in Figure 3-2. In this view it can be seen that as the point of contact goes from point A to B as the gear rotates clockwise. The point of contact also travels along the profiles of the respective gears. In standard gears, assuming a constant angular input, the point of contact travels along the line of action at a constant rate.
Figure 3-2 Line of Action concept with the Fundamental Triangle

The idea of the transitioning profile stems from the fact that different involute gear sizes can mesh appropriately with each other according to the Law of Conjugate Action [03]. This is possible as long as the pressure angle and the diametral pitch, tooth spacing parameter, of the two gears are the same. Even with these parameters being the same, the tooth shape still varies with diameter as shown in Figure 3-3. The inner shapes correspond to smaller pitch circles and the outer shapes correspond to larger pitch circles. Each of these profiles at the correct diameter is conjugate with all other involute profiles. As shown in the figure, each involute profile has a shape that is unique to a particular size of base and pitch circle. The theory behind the transitioning profile is that it will act like a certain size at one instant and then transition through an infinite amount of other tooth sizes until it arrives at the desired size. Or in other words, the Hybrid profile as termed by Haupt is made up of a series of infinitesimal changes in size of
conjugate profiles, whose composite is also a conjugate profile. This change in the pitch circle size produces the ratio change necessary for a feasible PECVT.

![Figure 3-3: Involute profiles of different sizes aligned at the pitch circle.](image)

The required profile transitioning is described by the second main idea, which is to control the velocity of the contact point as it travels along the line of action. In standard gears the point of contact travels along the line of action at a constant rate. This can be thought of as a string that is wrapped around two circles. The points on the string all have to move at the same velocity. The same is true with the points along the line of action. The contact point that is shown in Figure 3-4 moves along the line of action at a constant velocity. The model that Haupt devised describes the position of the point as it accelerates the point along the line of action. When this happens, the center distance translates out in order to adjust for the accelerating point and changes the gear ratio. This change in gear ratio deviates from the Fundamental Law of Gearing in that the ratio is changing, although, at each instant it is operating at a specific ratio and a specific tooth size.
3.1.1 Duplication of Results

To determine the validity of the derivation and the areas of concern that were noted above we will now use the derived method to duplicate Haupt’s results. Haupt’s work is well documented and his programming code to generate the Hybrid profile is found in [11]. Our focus in this section will be to ensure that the position and the slope satisfy conjugate action and that the proposed output is produced.

To validate the shape of the teeth we will generate involute gear profiles and compare them with the accepted involute equations found in [04]. As shown in Figure 3-5 Buckingham and Haupt’s Line of Action model produced the same result with negligible difference. This shows that Haupt’s method accurately produces involute teeth profiles and that the results obtained agree with the results obtained using Buckingham’s equations. The results for both the initial and final profiles were obtained, but, only the initial profile comparison are shown here.
With the profiles produced by Haupt’s method shown to be generated correctly we will now focus on the transition between the profiles, principally we need to ensure that conjugate action is present. As you recall from above, conjugate action needs to be maintained so that we get a smooth transition of angular velocity. Haupt validated his own method using the path of contact which we will duplicate and analyze.

**Path of Contact:** *When conjugate gear-tooth profiles act together, the point of contact between them will travel along a definite path.* (AMOG pg2)

The path of contact yields a curve that shows the contact positions of the different points as the tooth goes through its mesh. For involutes, this is a straight line that is collinear with the line of action. The process of generating the path of contact for involute teeth is given by Buckingham [03] and only the results will be shown here.
The path of contact shown in Figure 3-6 was generated for the initial and final involute profiles as well as the hybrid profile. A trend line was fit to the results using a first order polynomial, resulting in the slopes matching out to four significant figures, which matches the results obtained by Haupt. This shows that the hybrid profile, according to this test, has the correct slope at the different points.

Table 1: First order trend line for initial, final and Hybrid profiles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path of Contact</th>
<th>1st Order Polynomial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Involute Profile</td>
<td>$y = -0.4141x + 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Involute Profile</td>
<td>$y = -0.4141x + 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Involute Profile</td>
<td>$y = -0.4141x + 0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the generation of the path of contact, it is noted that the pressure angle used is $\varphi_T$, which is measured between $r_i$ and $r_b$ shown in Figure 3-7. However, the angle that needs to be checked is $\varphi_P$, which is also shown in Figure 3-7. For involute profiles, this angle is the same value, so either one may be used. For the hybrid profile it has not been shown that they are indeed the same value. The fact that these two angles are the same is a unique property of involutes and since the hybrid is not a true involute, it is not guaranteed that this property holds.

![Figure 3-7: Constraint diagram for pressure angle comparison method.](image)

3.2 Simulation Analysis

To investigate this possible source of error, $\varphi_P$ must be measured and compared with the pressure angle used in the path of contact, which is $\varphi_T$. The reason for this is that the path of contact requires that the profiles are conjugate profiles, profiles that have conjugate action. If $\varphi_P$
and $\phi_T$ are not shown to be the same value, then the profile is not conjugate with involute profiles.

![Figure 3-8: Pressure angle comparison at the point of contact.](image)

The process devised to investigate this apparent error is to generate a hybrid profile and compare the angles by measuring them using a CAD system. The angles must satisfy the imposed constraints that were made by specifying the lengths of $r_i$ and $r_b$, shown in Figure 3-7 and constraining the Fundamental Triangle to intersect on the profile. The lines $r_b$ and $r_c$ were constrained to be perpendicular, which makes the diagram fully constrained. The pressure angle ($\phi_T$) was then measured and compared with the computed output ($\phi_C$). The pressure angle at the profile $\phi_P$ was measure by constraining the extension of $r_i$ and the tangent line to be coincident with the contact point and tangent to the profile shown in Figure 3-8. This was done for various
points along the profile and the measured pressure angles of $\phi_T$ and $\phi_P$ were compared to the computed value $\phi_C$ and are shown in Table 2.

To show the change in the pressure angle, the difference between $\phi_C$ and $\phi_T$ was also calculated and shown as $\Delta \phi_{CT}$. The difference between $\phi_C$ and $\phi_P$ was also calculated and is shown as $\Delta \phi_{CP}$.

**Table 2: Pressure angle comparison of a Hybrid tooth profile.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\phi_C$</th>
<th>$\phi_T$</th>
<th>$\phi_P$</th>
<th>$\Delta \phi_{CT}$</th>
<th>$\Delta \phi_{CP}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35.12746</td>
<td>35.12746</td>
<td>35.12746</td>
<td>3.7E-07</td>
<td>3.697E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.11994</td>
<td>35.11995</td>
<td>35.03153</td>
<td>-3.1E-07</td>
<td>0.0884107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.0527</td>
<td>35.0527</td>
<td>34.45804</td>
<td>4.82E-07</td>
<td>0.5946585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.41728</td>
<td>34.41728</td>
<td>29.56943</td>
<td>3.71E-07</td>
<td>4.8478514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.21047</td>
<td>33.21047</td>
<td>22.4221</td>
<td>-3.9E-07</td>
<td>10.788368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.79537</td>
<td>31.79537</td>
<td>16.48208</td>
<td>1.33E-07</td>
<td>15.313296</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 2, there is no change in $\Delta \phi_{CT}$, which shows that the Fundamental Triangle has the same behavior as an involute. However, there is a big change in $\Delta \phi_{CP}$, which is the difference between the computed pressure angle ($\phi_C$) and the pressure angle at the profile ($\phi_P$). This shows that the pressure angle used to construct the Fundamental Triangle is accurate, but that this angle is not the same as the pressure angle at the point of contact. Figure 3-9 shows these results graphically. Initially there is no difference in the pressure angles, but as the span of teeth increases, shown on the x-axis in Figure 3-9, the pressure angle difference grows. Thus, the method starts with the correct behavior but then deviates as the profile is produced. This result invalidates the path of contact test performed by Haupt since the path of contact requires conjugate profiles and the hybrid profile has been shown to not be conjugate.
3.3 Haupt Method Conclusions

The method derived by Haupt uses an instantaneous change in involute gears to create a Hybrid gear profile that transitions from one involute size to another. This is driven by accelerating the point of contact along the line of action in a model that Haupt termed the Line of Action model [11]. The theory behind the Line of Action model seems viable and is a logical way of producing a variable gear that meshes with an involute gear. However, some discrepancies in the pressure angle suggest that some behavior is not accounted for, or is inaccurately accounted for.

These discrepancies in the pressure angles can be attributed to a few possible reasons and have the effect of making the hybrid profile a non-conjugate profile. The first possible reason is the missing velocity term in the derivation of the Fundamental Law of Gearing, where the translation of the center distance is not accounted for. Another possible reason is related to...
assumptions that the pressure angles on the fundamental triangle are the same for a hybrid gear as for a regular involute gear. The last reason has to do with the effect of a changing radius in mapping the points to Cartesian Coordinates. One, or all of these possible areas could be the reason for the resulting profiles to not be conjugate. More research would have to be done to determine the needed corrections for this method to be viable.

Although the result of Haupt’s method proved to be inaccurate, some insight was gained about the principles by which non-circular gear design is governed. These principles and constraints used by Haupt are very similar to the principles and constraints of circular gear design, which are the Fundamental Law of Gearing and the Law of Conjugate Action. In the work of Haupt these principles are enforced at each instant in time. This has the effect of modifying them to allow for the changing gear ratio. These principles to some degree are still kept. The pitch circles must still remain conjugate as is required by the Fundamental Law of Gearing, but they do not have to maintain a constant ratio and must adjust their size according to the desired change in ratio. The profiles need to remain conjugate and the normals need to be collinear according to the Law of Conjugate Action, but the pitch point can travel as the ratio increases. These principles give insight to the possible principles that might be the governing fundamentals for non-circular gear design, but cannot be verified because the method is not yet complete.

Even with these drawbacks, Haupt’s method does pose some possible advantages, which include the ability to mesh a changing radius gear with a constant radius gear. This feasibility has not yet been proven and will need to be investigated further. To enable this to occur it is recommended that Haupt’s method be further developed using the following steps:
1. Determine whether the pitch circle of a constant radius gear and the pitch line of a changing radius gear can be made to be conjugates of each other.

2. If it is not possible to produce conjugate pitch circles in this manner, Haupt’s method may have to be modified to have the concept of the Hybrid Profile applied to both gears as opposed to one.

3. Evaluate the application of the Fundamental Law of Gearing to Haupt’s proposed method to account for the velocity of the center of the changing radius gear.

4. Study the transition between the contact points on the tooth profile for a changing radius gear and derive a constraint that can be implemented to ensure that conjugate action is preserved on the teeth profiles.

5. Investigate the Cartesian coordinate generation method to ensure that the intended profile is being generated and is not affected by the changing pitch circle.
The design of non-circular gearsets as mentioned has been around for some time. Their methods of design and production have made it complicated to use them in design work. Danieli has come up with an analytical method of producing the gearsets. This allows for the rapid design of the gears to be performed and the parameters changed to satisfy engineering requirements. This chapter will cover the theory behind Danieli’s method, its comparison to circular gears and an analysis of the gear, and a simulation of it. This will help identify some limitations and possibilities of non-circular gear design.

4.1 Theory

The method proposed by Guido Danieli uses an infinitesimal approach with both centers of the gears fixed with a moving pressure line as shown in Figure 4-1. In this method, the gear centers are fixed and the pressure line translates, but always maintains the same angle, $-\alpha$, with the horizontal. This is shown in Figure 4-2 as the pressure lines intersect the line between the centers of the gears at C. The point C’ is where the pressure line crosses at the next instant in time. The translation of the pressure lines and the effective instantaneous pitch point are governed by a user defined function. This function describes the shape of the pitch lines. These pitch lines are the pitch circles of circular gears. Only one pitch line and a center distance need to be defined to generate both sides of the gear. Everything in the model described by Danieli is
driven by the definition of the pitch line of gear 1. Each pitch line definition is unique and will generate a unique gearset.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4-1: Overview concept of Danieli's Method with a moving pitch point**

The method proposed by Danieli is very similar to the fundamentals of circular gear design. In his method the pressure angle is maintained to be a constant value, but the pitch point, translates side-to-side. This translation is what causes the change in gear ratio. In circular gears the pressure line is also held as a constant. However, the difference comes in the translation of the pressure lines. This translation of the pressure line causes the gear to instantaneously behave as a gearset of a particular size. This is similar to the theory proposed by Haupt in that the gearset is instantaneously a gearset of a specific size. This is a change to the Fundamental Law of Gearing, where instead of having fixed gear ratios, the ratio changes with the pitch lines and the translation of the pitch point. The translation also affects the interacting tooth profiles which need to be normal to the moving pressure lines.
The process of generating the profiles of the gear teeth is based on a differential equation that describes the relationship of the point of contact A, shown in Figure 4-2, and the next point of contact A'. Point A is a generic contact point between teeth as the teeth are rotated by the angle $\theta$. It is located on the pressure line that crosses the Line of Centers at C. The normal to the pressure line is inclined by the angle $-\alpha$ from the horizontal. Point B' is the location of point A following an infinitesimal rotation $d\theta$ and by which A' has become the next contact point. A' is located by the pressure line starting from C' and the line extending from B' that is inclined by $d\theta-\alpha$ from the horizontal. The reason for the inclined line is that in order to have conjugate profiles the slope must always be perpendicular to the pressure line. The point $C_c$ is the pitch point for the current tooth. The angle $d\delta$ is the angle between the point A and the next instantaneous point A' referenced from the center of Gear 2. This interaction between the points.
is utilized as constraints to ensure that the generated profiles are conjugate while the pressure line and pitch point move. These constraints allow the Law of Conjugate Action to be fulfilled with the exception of the moving pressure line and pitch point, which are necessary to produce a ratio change between the two gears. This change to the Law of Conjugate Action also allows the gears to not have uniform rotary motion relative to one another.

In summary, Danieli proposes two principles and constraints for non-circular gear design. The first requires that the pitch lines of the two gears in the gearset be conjugates and that the point of intersection is along the line of centers. The second requires conjugate action on the teeth as they go through the mesh. The conjugate action on the teeth is driven by the position of the teeth and the slope to the next point, which is governed by the constraint that the slope has to be perpendicular to the pressure line at each instant.

4.2 Simulation Analysis

With the differential involute equations and the derived equation for a constant radius shown to be mathematically equivalent, a comparison was performed. This comparison serves two purposes. First, it provides another means of validating the mathematics of Danieli’s Method and secondly, it ensures that the reproduction of the method is successful, since no supplied data by Danieli is available for comparison. Using the equations derived by Danieli, a circular gear tooth profile was generated and compared to an involute profile using an established method by Buckingham [04].
As shown in Figure 4-3 there is a very small difference in the calculated values of the two methods. The resolution of the input data only had six significant figures and explains the boolean jump of a few of the data points. This comparison shows that both methods can produce involute gears. It also verifies that the method was implemented correctly in the generation of circular gears.

The next task is to generate matching profiles for a non-circular gearset. To accomplish this, we need to first define conjugate pitch circles. In the method outlined by Danieli, the construction of the first pitch line is left to the user. However, he does provide an example profile based on an anti-rotating slotted link mechanism. The geometry of this mechanism, shown in Figure 4-4, was used to define the pitch lines for the gearset shown in Figure 4-5. The results of this figure were generated using the derivation in Appendix A to generate the shapes and the profiles using the process described by Danieli 58[10].
Since no standardized profile exists to compare the profiles for non-circular gears, a graphical approach was used. From the Law of Conjugate Action for circular gears, it is known
that the normals to the profiles must be collinear and angled at the pressure angle. The principles implied by Danieli’s method require that the normals to the profile are inclined at the same pressure angle and contact along the line of action as shown in Figure 4-6. Also as previously mentioned, the line of action in the case of non-circular gears, is a curved line. These principles were used to measure and quantify the validity of Danieli’s method.

This was done by looking at multiple points of contact as the profile goes through its mesh. Each point of contact is the intersection point, shown in Figure 4-6, where both profiles are tangent to each other and coincide with a point along the line of action. At these intersection points, the angles between the tangent lines of each profile and the pressure lines are measured. In order for the profiles to be conjugate the tangents to the profiles must always be perpendicular to the pressure line. These angles were measured and subtracted from the ideal, which would be 90 degrees, and the difference is plotted in Figure 4-7 for multiple points throughout the mesh.
As shown in the figure, the majority of the points are less than 0.05 degrees off of the ideal, with a maximum deviation a little above 0.1 degrees from the ideal. This shows that the profiles are very close to the ideal and the deviation can be attributed to numerical approximation. The deviation that exists is of the same magnitude that was found when the angles on an involute profile were measured. It should be noted that the deviation is slightly larger than the deviation found for an involute profile, which is expected, since the curvature of the profile is also greater. The deviation also increases as the point of contact approaches the base circle, which is the same behavior that was present for involute profiles.

The deviation between Haupt’s method and Danieli’s method is vastly different. Haupt’s method, through the course of the mesh, deviated from the ideal by 15 degrees, where Danieli’s max deviation was a little over 0.1 degrees. Another point of note is the pattern of the deviation. Danieli’s method has no identifiable pattern besides at the ends, which has been attributed to the
increase of curvature. Haupt’s method, Figure 3-9, has a definite increasing error that shows that the further from the initial point in the mesh, the error is increasing. This pattern shows that some behavior is not accounted for in Haupt’s method, where Danieli’s method shows no signs of behavior that is not accounted for.

4.3 Design of Gears Using Danieli’s Method

The design of non-circular gears using Danieli’s method is very similar to the design of circular gears. The parameters of gear design are utilized to specifically design the gearset to have the desired characteristics. There are no standards for non-circular gear design, since each profile is unique and must be matched to a specific profile to form a profile pair. This results in each gear and gearset being unique.

The pitch line is the first thing that needs to be defined for non-circular gears using Danieli’s method. This pitch line, as has been mentioned, needs to be continuous and differentiable at every location. It also needs to have the same circumferential length as the mating gear. The desired ratio change and behavior needs to be designed into the pitch line. Concerns such as acceleration and jerk need to be addressed depending on the particular application and are similar to those of cam design.

Once the pitch line is defined, the actual teeth can then be designed. As with circular gears, there are some parameters that are used to define the shape and spacing of the teeth on the gear. These parameters are the pressure angle, circular pitch and number of teeth. The pressure angle for circular gears is a constant and defines the portion of the involute curve that is being used. This has the effect of making the shape of the tooth more steep or shallow just as in circular gears. Non-circular gears have profile pairs and although in this method the same
pressure angle is used it does not necessarily have to be the case. The pressure angle can be unique to each tooth pair that meshes together. The circular pitch and number of teeth are dependent on each other just like in circular gears. Choosing one specifies the other. In non-circular gears you still need an integer number of teeth and length of the pitch line needs to be evenly divisible by the circular pitch. This is necessary to create both sides of the teeth and insure that an integer number of teeth are present.

All three parameters must be chosen to ensure a sufficient contact ratio, or number of teeth that are in contact at a given time, is present. In circular gears the contact ratio is a constant and easily defined. For non-circular gears the contact ratio changes at every point. This is also complicated by the changing addendum and dedendum lengths. Since the pitch line is changing, the addendum and dedendum also vary for each tooth. The lengths of the addendum and dedendum need to be defined so that they properly mesh with the teeth of the other gear, which is the same requirement with circular gears. This is where some limitations of non-circular gears are present. If the transition from one ratio to another is too abrupt it might be difficult to maintain a high enough contact ratio also gouging due to the lengths of the addendum and dedendum will limit the possible ratio jump.

Manufacturing of the gears for initial testing can be done with a CNC mill or with a wire EDM machine. This will produce gears that have the desired shape, but will not have the desired properties on the profiles for wear characteristics and other concerns. This detail requires that a different manufacturing method, such as shaping, be developed and used to create the gears for production use.
4.4 Danieli Method Conclusions

The method proposed by Danieli is an analytical method that describes the interaction between consecutive contact points during an infinitesimal rotation of two gear teeth meshing with one another. This is a significant difference from Haupt’s method where the interactions between consecutive points are not addressed. Haupt addresses only the points individually. Danieli’s description takes into consideration the conjugate behavior of the profiles and the pitch lines. The method employs a user specified input function and its derivative, which are integrated over the mesh of the tooth defined by the line of action. These points are then mapped to a coordinate system that rotates with the gear to produce the gear tooth profiles. After this, the mating profile and mating pitch line are generated using the same initial set of points, creating a pair of mating profiles. The procedure can then be duplicated for all of the teeth on the gear to generate a full gear.

After the profiles were generated, an analysis was done to compare the mathematics and the theory. This was done by simulating the behavior of the profiles as they go through their mesh. At discrete points along the way their behavior was compared to the theoretical behavior by measuring the angles with which the profiles contacted each other to ensure that conjugate action was preserved. The results of this analysis showed that the deviation was slightly larger than the deviation of involute gears, but was of the same order of magnitude. This increase in the error is attributed to the increase in curvature or the profiles which is more difficult to approximate. With these results it is shown that Danieli’s method is capable of producing a varying output from a constant input and has the required principles of conjugate pitch lines and conjugate profiles for non-circular gear design.
These principles, proposed by Danieli, are very similar to those of circular gear design. Danieli’s use of conjugate pitch lines is similar to the Fundamental Law of gearing, where the pitch circles are conjugate. The only difference being that the pitch lines have varying radii, which is required to produce a non-uniform output. This is also an area of difference from Haupt’s method where discrete points and pitch circles were constrained to have conjugate pitch circles, but the area between these points was not constrained to have conjugate pitch circles.

Danieli’s derivation of the interaction of the contact point is similar to the Law of Conjugate Action. He specifically addresses the profiles being conjugate and also the interaction from one point to the next over an infinitesimal rotation. This method of describing the points ensures that the profiles are conjugate with each other. Haupt does not specifically ensure that the profiles are conjugate with each other, but instead uses the path of contact (which has been nullified) to show that they have the correct pressure angle and thus, conjugates of each other. Danieli’s method also produced a pitch line in the case of non-circular gears that is a curved line as compared to a straight line for involute gears. However, this curved line still allows the pressure angle at the contact point to be a constant value.

These principles of circular gear design are modified just enough to give the necessary freedom for a non-circular gear to be produced. With the method proposed by Danieli being validated we now have an understanding of the principles that govern non-circular gear design and a pathway to creating a Positively Engaged Piecewise Continuous Transmission (PEPCT).
5 PEPCT EMBODIMENTS

Thus far through this thesis, we have shown the work that has been done to develop a Positively Engaged Continuously Variable Transmission. We have also shown the inherent problems with transmissions of this type, namely the Non-Integer Tooth Problem, and have introduced the idea that a non-circular gear could be utilized to overcome the inherent problem. Two types of non-circular gears were analyzed on their functionality. The concept proposed by Haupt consisted of a non-circular gear meshing with a circular gear. This concept was shown to be incomplete and would need further development to determine if it is indeed a viable option. The second type of non-circular gears that were analyzed consisted of fixed center distances and a differential approach to define tooth profiles. This method was shown to produce non-circular gears that meshed properly and were thus able to transmit rotary motion from one gearset to another with a varying ratio. With the behavior of this gear verified, the next step is to show it in a gear train embodiment. This chapter shows how a gearset could be designed and used in an embodiment that overcomes the Non-Integer Tooth Problem and produces a changing ratio output from a constant input.

5.1 Embodiment Concept

The embodiment is termed a Positively Engaged Piecewise Continuous Transmission due to its piecewise continuous nature. The embodiment can continuously transition between ratios
but must come to rest at specific ratios. The concept is diagrammed in Figure 5-1 and consists of an input step-down gear, non-circular gearsets and three drive shafts with multiple gearsets. The operation of this transmission is that the non-circular gearset will accelerate the output until the next ratio can be engaged. This is accomplished by three shafts where shaft 2 is a duplicate of shaft 1 and is used as the transition shaft for the changing of ratios as diagramed in Figure 5-1. The first ratio goes through the step-down gear to shaft 1, then through the first gearset and out the output shaft. When a transition to the next ratio is desired, the non-circular gearset is engaged and the first ratio gearset on shaft 1 is disengaged. The torque path then follows the path labeled as the “transition path” which goes from the step-down, through the non-circular gearset and into the corresponding ratio of gears from shaft 2 to the output. As the input turns, shaft 2 is accelerated to the second ratio on shaft 1. At this point the transition has ended and the torque path would shift to the path labeled 2nd ratio, bypassing the non-circular gearset and going.

![Figure 5-1: PEPCT embodiment using Non-Circular Gearsets.](image-url)
through the second gear on shaft 1 and out through the output shaft. This pattern would then be repeated when the shift to the next ratio is desired. Down-shifting occurs by the same mechanism, only in reverse.

The ratios of the gearsets in the transmission are designed to utilize the non-circular gears to transition from one ratio to the next. Since the non-circular gears have a fixed shape, and because no mechanism is employed to vary the length of their affect, the transition between ratios has to have a fixed rotation span. This narrows the design space for the gearsets as the gears must obey the relationships between their diameters, teeth number, diametral pitch and radii. These parameters for the embodiment in Figure 5-1 are shown in Table 3. The center distance between the shafts must be constant and is the sum of the radii of shaft 1 and the output shaft. Shaft 1 and shaft 2 are identical in their gearsets and the Diametral Pitch is constant over a particular gearset but varies between sets and requires customized gears. The train value of the gearset is shown and varies by the ratio of the non-circular gears which is a ratio of 1.25:1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Gearset layout for PEPCT embodiment.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gear Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diametral Pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius (in)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius (in)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius (in)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center Distance (in)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train Value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the gearsets defined the output rpm can be defined as a ratio of the input and the piecewise function for the overall speed. This concept is diagrammed in Figure 5-2. Given a
constant input, the various shown speeds are attainable. The dotted line in Figure 5-2 between the specific ratios represents a conceptual path supplied by the non-circular transition gears. It should be noted that other speeds are attainable, but the input from the engine would have to be varied in order to accomplish those speeds.

![Speed Ratio for 300 rpm Input](image)

**Figure 5-2: Speed ratio output for a piecewise continuous transmission.**

### 5.2 Non-Circular Gearset Design

The transition between the gearsets is made possible by employing a non-circular gearset. The non-circular gearset consists of two gears. The pitch line for Gear 1 is described by a simple sinusoidal equation defined by Equation (5-1). The pitch lines have the same form mentioned in the work done by Danieli [10]. These pitch lines are specifically designed to span the ratio of 1.25:1, which is the ratio between the operating gearsets of the transmission. The ratio of these gears is described by the major and minor diameters at the initial and mid rotation positions respectively. These gears transition from the minor diameter to the major diameter during each
rotation. During this transition is important to look at the kinematic behavior of the gears. With the profiles defined the angular velocity, acceleration and jerk can be calculated and are shown in Figure 5-3. These functions are continuous and sinusoidal since the velocity profile is sinusoidal. Their magnitudes are quite reasonable but are highly dependent on the input angular speed.

\[ R_1 = 2.99535 - 0.167 \cos(\theta) \]  

(5-1)

The pitch line definition for Gear 1 follows the constraints given by Danieli that the function \( R_1 \) must be continually differentiable and that \( \frac{dR_1}{d\theta} \) is also known. The pitch line for Gear 2 is defined by subtracting the pitch line of Gear 1 from the center spacing \( \Delta r \). The full derivation of this process is shown in Appendix B.

![Angular Velocity, Acceleration and Jerk for the non-circular gearset.](image)

With the pitch lines defined for both the gears, Danieli’s method is then used to define the tooth profiles that are required to match the varying diameter of the pitch lines. The resulting pitch lines and tooth profiles are shown in Figure 5-4: Non-circular gear diagram for PECVT embodiment. Figure 5-4. The gears are shown with 36 teeth and a pressure angle of 26 degrees.
The tooth count and pressure angle have been arbitrarily chosen at this stage and are parameters that would be determined after a stress analysis has been performed on the resulting gearset.

Figure 5-4: Non-circular gear diagram for PECVT embodiment.

5.3 Pitch Line Modification

So far, we have only considered a position and velocity analysis of the non-circular gearsets using a sinusoidal input. Since Danieli’s method has the ability to generate profiles from any continuous function, the behavior of the gear can be manipulated by modifying the pitch lines. One such modification that could be investigated is adjusting the curve used in generating the non-circular gear to allow a smoother transition between engaging gearsets. This modified curve is similar to the design of cams where piecewise continuous functions can be defined to produce prescribed behavior and avoid excessive vibrations and other dynamic issues. This concept is diagrammed in Figure 5-5.
Figure 5-5: Transition region for a non-circular gearset.

The pitch line mentioned is a modified curve designed to have flattened caps, when compared to a sinusoidal curve, to enable the transition to be more seamless and minimize the dynamic problems due to engaging gears. The dynamics of non-circular gear design are similar to cam profile design. Cam profiles generate motion through two cams acting against each other or a cam and a follower of some type. In their design, acceleration and jerk must be finite in order to eliminate significant vibration and wear. Non-circular gears can be thought of as two cams acting on each other with teeth to transfer rotary motion. Thus, the dynamics of their operation would be similar and the same strategies could be employed to design their desired functions.

5.4 Embodiment Limitations

The embodiment presented in this thesis has been shown to overcome the Non-Integer Tooth Problem, but it has done so at some expense. The use of the non-circular gearset makes the transition from one gearset to the next gearset in half of a revolution of the non-circular
gearset. This limits the transmission to small speed ranges because of the dynamics of a rapid acceleration. Since the transition happens over a short time a high acceleration is required to move the mass of the other shaft and gears, and jerk becomes an issue. The torque through the system would also spike causing unwanted vibration and stresses. The accelerations and torque spikes can be mitigated by varying the input speed that is supplied to the transmission. This would allow the shift to be smoother as the transition occurs, but would still be limited by the speed at which the transition would occur.

Another limitation is the ability to actuate the rapid shifting that would need to occur. Since the non-circular gearset and the operating gearsets are switched quickly, high speed actuators would be needed to enable this to happen.

For these reasons the transmission embodiment presented is limited to low speed applications, which have limited utility. An embodiment design that has a broader dynamic range and the ability to transition between ratios that are very closely spaced would be desirable and should be the focus of future research. This future research should investigate utilizing mechanisms such as differentials, planetary gear trains combined with non-circular gears to allow the transition between ratios to be smoother with less acceleration and torque spike problems. The practical embodiment of a Positively Engaged Piecewise Continuous Transmission for high speed applications depends on the ability to overcome these limitations.
6 CONCLUSIONS

The development of a Positively Engaged Continuously Variable Transmission (PECVT) has been underway at Brigham Young University for some time. Throughout this research effort, many advances have been made to facilitate the feasibility of developing such a transmission. This thesis has summarized the research efforts to date and has described a method to develop a Positively Engage Piecewise Continuous Transmission (PEPCT).

Danieli and Haupt’s concepts were selected for this thesis as two different analytical approaches to generate possible gearsets that would produce a varying output from a constant input. Haupt’s method uses a ring and pinion setup with a changing center distance, where the ring has a standard involute profile. However, evaluation of Haupt’s concept shows that it is incomplete and the pressure angle deviates from its proposed value causing velocity disturbances in the output. Haupt’s concept would need to be completed before it could be used as a viable method to produce non-circular gears.

The concept proposed by Danieli uses a fixed center distance and the definition of a single pitch line as the driving function for his method. His method is based on describing the relationship between consecutive points on an infinitesimal level and then integrating them over the mesh of the gear to produce the desired gearset. This method is very concise and directly addresses the constraints of conjugate action and the deviation from the Fundamental Law of Gearing. Danieli’s method agrees in both theory and practice, and according to simulated results, has conjugate action between gear teeth.
Utilizing the method developed by Danieli an embodiment of a Positively Engaged Piecewise Continuously Variable Transmission (PEPCT) was conceived. This was accomplished by generating gearsets that produce a varying output from a constant input. These gearsets are capable of producing a ratio change between gears in constant mesh with one another that enables the possible solution of a PEPCT, proposed by Haupt, to be realized. With this approach, the mentioned embodiment was able to overcome the Non-Integer Tooth problem by utilizing non-circular gearsets to transition between fixed operating gearsets. This transition is constrained to be a fixed ratio change by the definition of the non-circular gears and since no device was employed to vary the length of the transition. The fixed transition significantly narrows the design space for the stepping gearsets and is limited to a small ratio span. The non-circular gearset was defined by a simple sinusoidal function and the ratio span determined by the initial and mid-rotation ratios. This is because the cyclic operation of the gearset requires the initial and final ratios to be the same.

However, this proposed concept embodiment has some limitations. Since the ratio change happens over only half of a revolution of the input shaft, the applications of this particular embodiment are limited to low speed applications. This is also compounded by the rapid shifting that must occur and the ability of the actuator to accomplish this in a short time frame.

This embodiment has lead to understanding in the area of Positively Engaged Continuously Variable Transmissions (PECVT). In order for a high speed application to be realized, the speed at which the transition needs to occur would have to be augmented so that the torque and acceleration could be manageable and not cause excessive stress and vibration. Different configurations, or concepts, would need to be developed in order for this to occur. Some of these configurations might include utilizing the non-circular gearset to transition
between existing gearsets or utilizing the non-circular gearset in a planetary or differential combination. The addition of a planetary or differential combination into the system layout allows for various other possible conceptual embodiments that overcome the Non-Integer Tooth Problem and may lead to a viable PECVT.

It is recommended that these and other embodiments be investigated now that the feasibility of at least one conceptual embodiment that utilizes non-circular gears has been validated analytically. It is also recommended that the approach derived by Danieli be utilized to analyze the behavior of non-circular gears and perform engineering analysis in the areas of impact loading, stress, fatigue and other considerations pertinent to the design of gearsets that would be important in an embodiment of a Positively Engaged Continuously Variable or Piecewise Continuously Variable Transmission.
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APPENDIX A – DUPLICATION OF PITCH LINES FOR DANIELI’S METHOD

Input Parameters
\[ \lambda := 0.5 \]
\[ \Delta r := 100 \]
\[ T_e = 1 \]
\[ t = 0.01 . T_p \]

Ratio from Slotted Link
Center Distance
Period of Rotation
Time of one rotation

Method Derivation
\[ \omega_1 := \frac{2 \pi}{T_p} \]
\[ \theta_1(t) := \frac{2 \pi}{T_p} \cdot t \]
\[ \tau(t) := \frac{1 - \lambda \cos(\theta_1(t))}{1 + \lambda^2 - 2 \lambda \cos(\theta_1(t))} \]

Angular Velocity of Gear 1
Angle of Gear 1
Transmission Ratio

\[ R_1(t) := \frac{\tau(t) - \Delta r}{1 + \tau(t)} \]
\[ R_2(t) := \Delta r - R_1(t) \]
\[ \omega_2(t) := \omega_1 \cdot \tau(t) \]
\[ \delta_2(t) := \pi + \int_0^t \omega_2(t) \, dt \]

Radius of Gear 1
Radius of Gear 2
Angular Velocity of Gear 2
Angle of Gear 2

X and Y Coordinates
\[ R_{1x}(t) := R_1(t) \cdot \cos(\theta_1(t)) \quad X - \text{Coordinate of Gear 1} \]
\[ R_{1y}(t) := R_1(t) \cdot \sin(\theta_1(t)) \quad Y - \text{Coordinate of Gear 1} \]
\[ C_{1x} := 0 \quad C_{1y} := 0 \quad \text{Center of Gear 1} \]
\[ R_{2x}(t) := -R_2(t) \cdot \cos(\delta_2(t)) \]
\[ R_{2y}(t) := -R_2(t) \cdot \sin(\delta_2(t)) \]
\[ C_{2x} = \Delta r \quad C_{2y} = 0 \quad \text{Center of Gear 2} \]
APPENDIX B – PITCH LINE DERIVATION FOR PEPCT EMBODIMENT

Input Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>2.99535m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>0.167m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta r$</td>
<td>6m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_p$</td>
<td>0.267528s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>0.1s, 0.001s $T_p$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Method Derivation

Angular Velocity of Gear 1

$\omega_1 = \frac{2 \pi}{T_p}$

$\theta_1(t) = \frac{2 \pi}{T_p} t$

Radius of Gear 1

$R_1(t) = r - \lambda \cos(\theta_1(t))$

Radius of Gear 2

$R_2(t) = \Delta r - R_1(t)$

Transmission Ratio

$\tau(t) = \frac{R_1(t)}{R_2(t)}$

Angular Velocity of Gear 2

$\omega_2(t) = \omega_1 \tau(t)$

Angle of Gear 2

$\delta_2(t) = \pi + \int_0^t \omega_2(t) \, dt$

$\omega_1 = 224.276 \text{ rpm}$

$\theta_1 \left( \frac{T_p}{2} \right) = 180 \text{ deg}$

$\frac{R_1}{T_p} = 3.162 \text{ in}$

$\frac{R_2}{T_p} = 2.838 \text{ in}$

$\tau \left( \frac{T_p}{2} \right) = 1.114$

$\omega_2 \left( \frac{T_p}{2} \right) = 249.928 \text{ rpm}$

$\delta_2 \left( \frac{T_p}{2} \right) = 359.999 \text{ deg}$

X and Y Coordinates

$R_{1x}(t) = R_1(t) \cos(\theta_1(t))$

$R_{1y}(t) = R_1(t) \sin(\theta_1(t))$

$R_{2x}(t) = -R_2(t) \cos(\delta_2(t))$

$R_{2y}(t) = -R_2(t) \sin(\delta_2(t))$

$C_{1x} = 0$

$C_{1y} = 0$

$C_{2x} = \Delta r$

$C_{2y} = 0$

PEPCT Pitch Lines

Ratio: $\frac{T_p \left( \frac{T_p}{2} \right)}{\tau(t)} = 1.25$